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Accelerate Your Carbon
Footprint Reduction

FarEye’s Intelligent Delivery Management Platform

With

Business Context

10X
Growth in
eCommerce Sales

73%
Consumers would
support sustainability
initiatives

21,334 T
Potential carbon
footprint reduction 

FarEye’s intelligent delivery management platform is
helping enterprises eliminate 21,334 tonnes of carbon
emissions each year. This is a significant impact on their
journey to becoming more sustainable enterprises. 

With reports estimating the ecommerce industry to
boom with a 10X growth rate, there is tremendous
pressure on enterprises to assess and address the impact
that logistics operations can have on their carbon
footprint. While the boom might open new doors to
being more profitable, the severity of the impact on
carbon emissions with a burgeoning number of deliveries
on this scale needs to be addressed proactively. 

Leading enterprises have set aggressive targets for carbon
footprint reduction and this would need a serious look at
their logistics processes, operations and execution to
make them more efficient at every step and improve on
a continuous basis. 
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How Do We Reduce Carbon Emissions

Reduce Vehicle
Idling Time

Maximise Vehicle
Utilisation

Increase First
Attempt Deliveries

Optimise Returns
With Fewer Trips

Reduce Expedited
Deliveries

Plan Next Day
Routes In Advance

Trusted By

3-Steps To Sustainability

FarEye’s low-code intelligent platform is powering
shippers and carriers to do faster, reliable,
customer-centric deliveries at scale. FarEye’s
Intelligent Delivery Management Platform is
making the delivery experience better for everyone.

FarEye enables enterprises to deliver at reduced
cost with a superior customer experience. The low-
code approach provides an environment to
develop applications with a quick turn-around time
and minimal code to shorten the “concept to ship”
cycle. The platform leverages millions of data points
to predict the shipment journey and improve
delivery experience.

Measure: Benchmark existing
emission levels & identify areas to
reduce

About FarEye

1
Innovate: Deploy advanced
optimization techniques like machine
learning based routing2
Improve: Build customer-centric
processes & achieve impactful
operational results3


